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Chapter 751 350-Everyone Wants To Go To Linlin Manor! 

The photos sent by academician Hao and the other two obviously made the academicians at the Chinese 

Academy of Sciences surprised, confused, and curious. 

These academicians were all very old, and their hair was as thin as academician li and academician Lin's. 

Even people like Minister Lu, who had a frighteningly high hairline, had signs of the hair on his head 

slowly decreasing. 

Although they were indifferent to this aspect and there was no need to pay attention to it, people 

always wanted to have a good image, right? 

Especially when they saw that academician li and academician Lin's hair had become denser, and even 

academician Hao had a dense forest and could keep a crew cut, they naturally wanted to know the 

reason. 

If it was possible, they didn't mind wearing thicker clothes to look younger. 

"Academician Hao, what's with your hair?" an academician couldn't help but ask in the group chat. 

"Fellow Zhang, are you envious?" academician hao looked at the academician who asked the question 

and teased him. 

This was because academician Zhang was even more desertified than he was before. Almost the entire 

land was in the desert, and there was not a single blade of grass. 

Academician Zhang sent a string of ellipses to express his silence. 

Wasn't this nonsense? 

If he wasn't envious, would he have asked this question? 

The other party wasn't stupid. He was just deliberately stabbing his heart, and obviously, the probability 

of stabbing his heart was higher. 

Anyway, it was despicable. 

"Did boss Qin find something that can help you grow hair?" minister lu sent a message to ask. 

he seemed to have guessed something. 

That was the only explanation. 

Otherwise, academician Hao and the others would not have long hair for no reason. 

Moreover, if it was boss Qin, whether it was some Chinese medicine formula that boss Qin had 

discovered or some new crop that professor Li Kai had developed, both were possible. 

"Minister Lu, you're right. Boss Qin has a special elixir that can promote hair regeneration." Since 

Minister Lu asked, academician Hao wasn't joking. After all, he was a direct leader, and their research 

funding still needed to be approved by Minister Lu. 
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When Minister Lu saw academician Hao's message, he thought, " sure enough. 

However, the chat group immediately became noisy. After all, these academicians all knew who boss 

Qin was and only knew that academician Jin and the others were recuperating in Linlin Manor. 

"Minister Lu, arrange for me to go to Linlin Manor next time!" 

"I'm also going to Linlin Manor. I'll be in the next batch." 

Minister Lu, I won't go to Green Mountain to recuperate. Please arrange for me to go to Linlin Manor! 

Academician Zhang directly @ Minister Lu and sent a pitiful emoji with tears in its eyes. 

oh, oh. when Minister Lu saw academician Zhang's emoji, he was speechless. How old is this senior? is it 

a good idea to send such an emoji? 

Then, looking at the commotion in the group, he felt a headache. 

All these academicians wanted to go to Linlin Manor, how was he supposed to arrange it? 

…… 

linlin manor. 

Qin Lin looked at the screen in his mind, and he couldn't help but smile. 

[ congratulations, you have obtained 30 pounds of wild Tieguanyin! ] 

… 

[ congratulations, you've received 3kg of mahogany! ] 

… 

[ congratulations, you've received 3 pounds of golden Sakura! ] 

If there was really a lucky day, Qin today was definitely his lucky day. 

Early in the morning, when he controlled his game character to enter the goddess mountain, there was 

a new batch of mountain products, and three types at the same time. 

This would be enough to make a bottle of wild Tieguanyin tea of Grade 2 and 100 pounds of Linlin 

medicinal wine. 

In the game, Qin Lin brewed the Golden Sakura and the Queen peach into wine. Then, he found a place 

and brought 100 Jin of tender tea leaves to the mountain villa to fry them into cooked tea. He got 

another 20 Jin of quality 2 tie Guanyin. 

After doing all this, Qin Lin took out his phone and looked at the news online. 

The purification grass was very popular before the new year, but after the new year, there were still a 

lot of video news about it. 

After the spring Festival, many tourists chose to travel these days. New tourists who arrived in you city 

would naturally take a video and upload it. 



With more videos, no matter if it was you Cheng's quality 1 purification grass +1 attribute, or Linlin villa's 

quality 2 purification grass +2 attribute, there would always be popular videos. 

After scrolling through a few videos, he suddenly saw a piece of shocking news: 

the new iPhone 13 is selling like hotcakes, but you might not be able to buy a lousy iPhone in China 

anymore! 

Qin Lin looked at the news video curiously. 

It turned out that Apple had been sued by a domestic company. Not only did the company demand that 

Apple suspend the sale of rotten apple phones, but they also demanded that the company compensate 

10 billion Yuan. 

This domestic company was the one that produced the Xiao 'AI robot because the rotten apple Siri had 

violated Xiao' AI's patent. 

This case had been going on for 10 years, but in the past 10 years, due to international reasons, the 

court had not been able to give a specific result. 

Now that 10 years had passed, it seemed that there were less scruples. 

Now, the domestic penalty was completely in favor of Xiao 'AI robot. If the final penalty was passed, 

rotten apple might be in trouble. Not only would they be banned, but they would also have to lose 

money. 

Moreover, that 10 billion was the price 10 years ago. The current price might be tens of billions. 

"This is really something to watch." Qin Lin couldn't help but comment when he saw the news. 

Just the fact that rotten apple insulted and provoked our country's map, it had to be said that they did a 

good job. 

Qin Lin was about to put down his phone when Minister Lu called. 

He hurriedly pressed the answer button and asked, " "Minister Lu, do you have any orders?" 
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no, " Minister Lu laughed. I just want to ask boss Qin something. 

"Minister Lu, please speak." Qin Lin replied with a smile. 

Minister Lu also stated his purpose, " "Boss Qin, you gave academician Hao and the others a kind of 

elixir. Do you have any official products for sale? The Chinese Academy of Sciences would like to order a 

batch." 

He really couldn't argue with the academicians anymore. After the three of them posted the photos, 

they all wanted to go to Linlin Manor even more. 

He didn't have any plans, so he could only think of getting a batch of medicinal powder for these 

academicians first, then drag it out and pretend not to know about it after a while. 
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Qin Lin heard that Minister Lu was here for the hot spring, so he smiled and said, " "Minister Lu, there's 

no finished product yet. If you need it, I can send some over." 

Hearing this, Minister Lu hurriedly said, " "Boss Qin, why would I need it? my hair is still very thick. I'm 

one of the academicians from the Chinese Academy of Sciences. Academicians Hao and the others sent 

me a photo, and they all want it." 

Qin Lin laughed, and it was a deep one. Minister Lu wasn't even confident in his own words. However, 

he also laughed and said, " okay, I'll make some and send it to Minister Lu. Let the academicians try it 

out. 

The academicians at the Chinese Academy of Sciences knew about the effects of the hot spring powder 

used by academician Hao and the others. It wasn't strange at all that they wanted it. 

Even the most indifferent person would be concerned if something happened to the group organization 

above them. 

This also made him see the market for the hot spring powder. 

Even the academician could not resist the temptation, let alone the others. 

However, this hot spring powder was not suitable for Linlin food company to distribute, as it was not a 

food and drink product. 

If he wanted to take it out for distribution, he could open a subsidiary under the Food company. 

However, if he wanted to start another company, there would be a lot of things to do and someone to 

manage it. He had to plan for the long term. It would be too urgent to discuss it with Deng Guang after 

Linlin food company's new factory or Industrial Park was built. 

Linlin food company's new factory was built on land specially approved by the county. It was very large, 

and they planned to move all the factories of Linlin tomato sauce, Linlin liquid medicine-laxative, and 

Linlin liquid medicine-Awakening series to the park after the construction was completed. 

Moreover, a large space was reserved in the park for the possible new products that might appear in the 

future. 

Just as Qin Lin was thinking about this, another call came in. It was Chen Li. 

He immediately answered the call. 

Chen Li's voice was immediately heard, " "Boss Qin, remember to come to the county tomorrow." 

"Chen Xian, why did you make another phone call?" qin lin asked with a smile. tomorrow was the annual 

summary of the county, and he had to invite the bosses of the county's enterprises to the county for a 

talk. 

He had gone last year and was arranged to sit at the first seat in the second row. 

This year's invitation had been sent over by Chen Li two days ago. He had specially made another call, as 

if he was afraid that he would not go. 



Chen Li was naturally afraid that Qin Lin would not go. 

after all, linlin company was a big company now. if boss qin didn't want to go, he could just make up an 

excuse that there was something going on at the company. 

Therefore, he had to make another phone call to confirm before he could rest assured. 

After all, boss Qin was the main character of this summary meeting. 

First, boss Qin had paid the most taxes in you city last year. Second, boss Qin had provided the most jobs 

in you city last year. Third, boss Qin was already the richest man in you city. 

You city's top 10 companies last year combined didn't even have a market value as big as boss Qin's 

company. 

Therefore, with or without boss Qin's participation, the standard of the county's summary meeting 

would be completely different. 

Wasn't there a saying: 

Some people wear a million-dollar watch to show their worth, while some people wear an ordinary 

watch that's worth a million dollars. 

It was also suitable to use it in this county meeting and boss Qin's meeting. 

Many enterprises in the county would feel proud to attend the county Summary meeting. 

However, the summary meeting in the county would be more formal because of boss Qin's 

participation. 

Chen Li heaved a sigh of relief when he received the news that Qin Lin would definitely participate. He 

then went to report to sun Xian with a smile on his face. 

Sun Xian's mood was naturally much more relaxed when he received confirmation of the news. 

Boss Qin was such a Big Boss, which leader would want him to be absent? 

The next day. 

Qin Lin also went to the county on time. 

no matter what, with his relationship with the county, he had to give him face on this occasion. 

What he didn't expect was that both Xian Chen and Xian Sun would personally come to the door to 

welcome him. This was a very respectful gesture. 

"Boss Qin, we've been waiting for you!" Sun Xian immediately stepped forward and held Qin Lin's hand 

with a smile. 

… 

This year's County conclusion meeting was more lively than previous years because there were more 

people. Some of these people were developed locally, and some were recruited. 



Because Linlin food company and Linlin laboratory had been developed in you city, you city was still 

trusted by some small and medium-sized investors. 

naturally, there was a clear distinction in the hall. 

The local entrepreneurs all wanted to get to know each other, so they naturally gathered together and 

chatted. 

"it's a lot more lively this year." 

" yeah, you cheng developed very quickly last year because of linlin company. " 

"Many investors also settled in you city because of Linlin company." 

"The county used Linlin company as their signature company when they invited investors." 
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 “……” 

Obviously, the center of these people's discussion was still Linlin company. After all, this company was 

too incredible. It was even a fantasy to them. The speed of development was quite unreasonable, but it 

had happened and become a behemoth. 

There were even rumors that even the important officials of the capital often came to Linlin Manor. 

This seemed to be some sort of signal. 

Last year, Linlin's company's Annual Meeting had given them very few gifts, which had made their 

employees feel uneasy. 

This also made them think of the outrageously young figure from last year. 

who would have thought that the boss of linlin company would be so young? 

Naturally, the bosses of the foreign investors also gathered together. These foreigners were afraid of 

being bullied by the locals of you city, so they also established a foreign Chamber of Commerce. They 

interacted with each other often, so they naturally knew each other. 

These people were also talking about Linlin's company. 

I've been in you city for so long and I've heard of the reputation of the boss of Linlin company, but I've 

never met him. I finally have the chance to meet him in a few days. 

yes, I've decided to invest in Linlin company. 

me too. When I found out that the boss of Linlin company started everything from scratch in you city, I 

felt that you city might have some luck. Otherwise, how could it have the Fortune to accommodate such 

a Big Buddha? " 

I also decided to invest in Linlin's company after hearing about it. I just don't know how old the boss of 

this company is and what he looks like. 
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"The boss of Linlin company might not be very old. I heard that President Qin from Millennium 

productions is a good friend of the boss of Linlin company." 

I heard that too. My company's business is also done by Millennium productions. President Qin's 

company is quite good. 

As the bosses of these foreign companies spoke, they all looked at a young man. It was Qin Ren. 

Millennium production was already the biggest advertising company in you city because of Lin Lin 

company. Not only did they take on most of you city's commercial and official advertisements, but their 

advertising business outside of you city was also developing well. 

Therefore, as the representative of Millennium production, Qin Ren naturally had the right to attend this 

meeting. 

Beside Qin Ren were Zhao Mo Yun and Huang Xin. 

Zhao Mo Yun had originally started a KTV and milk tea shop, so he naturally didn't have the 

qualifications to come. However, last year, Qin Lin and Chen Li had talked and deliberately revealed to 

him the information and location of the new area. He had also seized the opportunity and found a few 

friends to form a joint venture to start a construction company. Last year, with the information he had 

obtained in advance, it had also done quite well. 

This was an opportunity. Some people just lacked information to make money. Once they were given 

the information, they would seize the opportunity and succeed easily. 

The other person was naturally Huang Xin. He had invested 100 million in one go and was quite famous 

in you city's business circle. 

Since Qin Ren knew both of them and knew that they were all related to Qin Lin, the three of them 

gathered together to chat. 

Qin Ren saw the bosses of the foreign companies looking over and immediately greeted them with a 

smile, " " director wang, director chu, director lin, and director zhao haven't come to make tea all this 

time. i've missed you guys so much. " 

President Wang: " I miss President Qin too. It just so happens that the company has an advertising 

business. I'll go find President Qin tomorrow to make tea. 

"yes, my company just released a new product and needs some advertising. i'll have to trouble you in a 

few days, boss qin." 

president lin: 

The few of them also responded enthusiastically. 

As they were chatting, a voice suddenly came from outside the hall. "Boss Qin, please come in!" 

The people who heard the voice looked over in unison. 

It was from sun Xian. 



Therefore, he knew who boss Qin was without saying! 
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Under everyone's gaze, sun Xian walked in from outside. 

Beside him was an extremely young man. 

Even Deputy County chief Chen Li only followed one step behind. 

The bosses of you city's companies saw this scene. Even though they knew that this young man was the 

boss of Linlin company, they still felt very emotional. 

Especially those who were older, when compared to this young man, they would only feel that they had 

lived their lives for nothing. 

As for the bosses of foreign companies, even though they had long guessed that the boss of Linlin 

company was very young, they were still very shocked to see him in person. 

"Everyone's here, let's all take a seat!" sun xian looked at the people around him and greeted them with 

a smile. 

Qin Lin also found his own seat. Or maybe he didn't need to, because it was too obvious. It was the first 

seat in the first row. 

The second seat in the first row was occupied by the owner of the shun Yuan textile company. 

The textile company's output value last year was close to 20 billion Yuan. It had always been the pillar 

industry of you city, and the county had always been the first in the first row. 

But this year, even if he were to take the first place, he would be too ashamed to do so. Compared to 

Linlin company, shunyuan textile company was really nothing. 

"Hello, President Qin!" The boss of shun Yuan company took the initiative to greet Qin Lin politely. 

He was very clear that it was necessary to take the initiative to befriend this kind of young man. 

The other party had achieved such an achievement at such a young age. In the future, he might only 

have the qualifications to look up to him. Now that they had met, there would always be an opportunity 

to say hello to him in the future. 

"Hello!" Qin Lin also smiled and shook hands with the other party. 

he had always been polite to others, and he would also be polite to them. 

After everyone sat down, sun Xian and Chen Xian also sat down at the main table. The people from the 

county had already prepared the materials for them. 

After that, they started to sing praises and report you city's achievements last year as well as the 

contributions of various companies. 

Linlin villa, Linlin food company, and Linlin laboratory were naturally the main characters. 
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Every time sun Xian mentioned the three companies, everyone would subconsciously turn to look at 

Linlin. 

The summary meeting lasted the entire morning. At the end, sun Xian invited all the business bosses to 

stay for dinner as usual. 

Meanwhile, Qin Lin was invited to the office by sun Xian and Chen Li. 

Sun Xian handed him a certificate. "Boss Qin, this is for you." 

Qin Lin took the certificate and opened it. It was a certificate for the National People's Congress. 

Chen Li continued, " boss Qin, this is just a representative from the county. The county has already 

recommended him to the city and passed the review. If you're willing next year, you can also participate 

in the Beijing People's Congress. 

With Linlin company's industry and development speed, the county had basically given them all the 

policies they could. Therefore, the only thing they could do for boss Qin was to make him famous. 

Qin Lin was a little surprised to see the certificate. 

He had only heard of it before but had never come into contact with it. Moreover, he did not force it. 

After all, he didn't want to be in the limelight like that Big Boss Ma at the Beijing conference. 

He didn't even have the will to participate. 

Keeping a low profile was the way to go. 

However, there was no reason not to accept the certificate. 

… 

When Linlin returned to the Linlin Manor, she was surprised to see Chen shengfei's Maybach in the 

parking lot. 

Next to them were Marvin and Li Qing's cars. 

Old Chen and the others are here? 

Before the new year, Chen shengfei and the other two had reserved a place in the manor for their wife 

to recuperate. 

Qin Lin entered the manor's Hall and saw Chen shengfei, Li Fei, and MA Levin. 

Lin Liu and the others were also beside them. 

There were already fruits and honey drinks on the table. 

Lin Liu and the other two girls were carrying their children. When the children were born, they could be 

brought out of the house, so their husbands brought them to the manor to recuperate. 

Recuperating was one thing, but the main thing was for the children. The air here was good, and the 

food was nutritious, which would definitely be good for the children. 



"Old Chen, mom, old Li, why didn't you give us a call before you came?" Qin Lin immediately went up to 

greet him. 

"I wanted to give you a surprise, but you weren't in the manor," Chen shengfei said with a smile. 

The three girls also politely greeted Qin Lin. 

Qin Lin looked at the children in the three girls 'arms and teased, old Chen, you gave birth to the child at 

the same time. You'll have a partner for this child. 

Chen shengfei, Marvin, and Li Qing were all having their second child. The age difference between their 

first child was huge, and they didn't know if they would be able to play together. 

However, with the relationship between the three of them, they would definitely be very close after this 

pregnancy. 

Moreover, the Linlin medicinal wine must have something to do with the three of them getting their 

wives pregnant one after another. 

"That's for sure. Their parents have such a good relationship. They must be good friends too." Chen Fei 

elder laughed. 

Qin Lin was a little surprised to hear this. 

And they were all girls? 

However, there was nothing bad about being a girl. Didn't they say that daughters were sweet and 

considerate? 

Qin Lin sat down and planned to ask Chen shengfei and the other two how it felt to be a father. After all, 

he and Zhao moyin were no longer protected, and Zhao moyin could be chosen at any time. 

before he could say anything, lin fen suddenly brought zhao mochen into the hall. 

Lin Fen's face was full of surprise. When she saw Qin Lin walking up, she ignored Chen shengfei and the 

others and said to Qin Lin, " "Lin Lin, I have good news for you." 

Qin Lin looked at Zhao Moyu in confusion. 
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Zhao Moyu's face was also filled with joy, and then he handed a list to Qin Lin. 

Qin Lin took the list and was pleasantly surprised when he saw the contents."Really?" 

zhao moyu was actually pregnant. 

What was this? 

But looking at the time, there was no protection at the old residence. If he had been hit by the bid that 

time, there would have been a reaction. 

So, this was considered a very powerful sure-hit attack? 
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Zhao mochen said shyly, " "My period didn't come this month, so mom took me to the hospital for a 

checkup." 

This time, Qin Lin couldn't help but step forward to hug Zhao Moyi and give him a kiss in public to 

express his surprise. 

"Mo Yan is pregnant too? With little uncle's child, the children will have company in the future." Lin Liu 

was an experienced person and immediately said in surprise. 

Li Qing heard his wife's words and jokingly said to Qin Yang, " "Qin Lin, come and take a look at my 

daughter. She's very cute and will definitely be very beautiful in the future. If Mojing gives birth to a boy, 

let's arrange an engagement when we're young, okay?" 

"li qing, is your daughter prettier than mine?" chen shengfei shouted. Even if they're engaged, it should 

be with my daughter." 

my wife is the prettiest, and my daughter has the best genes, " said Marvin unhappily. of course, my 

daughter is the prettiest. Qin Lin, let's arrange an arranged marriage. 

"Eh!" Although Qin Lin knew that the three of them were joking, he still felt that something was wrong. 

Didn't you say that your daughter would be your best friend in the future? why did you suddenly roll up 

your sleeves? 

"Let me see your child." Lin Fen, however, seemed to be a little moved. She actually pulled Zhao mochen 

and ran to the Lin Liu trio's side to look at their daughter, not forgetting to praise her. "These three 

children are so beautiful. They will definitely be as beautiful as their mother in the future." 

in short, zhao moyin's pregnancy was definitely a happy thing. at the same time, qin lin was also a little 

nervous. after all, he was going to be a father, and it was his first time. 

However, good things should be celebrated, so he entered the game in the evening to prepare the 

ingredients. In the evening, he personally cooked a scrumptious dinner to celebrate. 

Quality 3 medicinal fish, quality 3 Emperor medicinal cuisine, quality 3 egg fried rice, none of them were 

left out. 

Qin Lin also invited Chen shengfei's family, old brother li, and Dr. Tang. 

tang xiuwan had gotten pregnant much later than lin liu and the others, and her stomach was already 

very big. she could give birth at any time. 

Li Kai knew that Zhao mochen was pregnant, so he said to Qin Lin jokingly, " Brother Qin, xiuwan is 

pregnant with a girl. If moqing is pregnant with a boy, how about we set an arranged marriage? " 

These words made Chen shengfei, Marvin, and Li Qing all look at him. 

Li Kai was a little confused when he saw their gazes. Why were they looking at him? Wasn't he just 

joking? 

"Ran ran." Qin Lin didn't know how to answer. 



You're all daughters, and you're thinking about his son? 

Is there any humanity in this? 

His son hadn't even formed an embryo yet! 

The next day. 

Qin Lin had just finished delivering the things and arrived at the manor. He brought Zhao Moyi to his 

mother-in-law's house and told them about Zhao Moyi's pregnancy. 

This news naturally made his mother-in-law very happy. She left Zhao moqing at home, leaving Qin Lin 

alone when they returned to the manor. 

When he returned to the manor, he found an unexpected guest. 

It was Liu Sanfeng, the old man from the family of Traditional Chinese Medicine Practitioners. 

He had five bottles of the Fang family's medicinal wine in his wine cellar. 

At this moment, Li Qing was chatting happily with the other party, obviously talking about the wine. 

"Boss Qin, sorry to disturb you again." When Liu Sanfeng saw Qin Lin enter, he immediately said politely, 

" "This time, I have something to ask of boss Qin." 

"What's the matter, Mr. Liu?" Qin Lin asked, puzzled. 

Liu Sanfeng explained, " boss Qin, you must have heard about it. The higher-ups are planning to support 

Chinese medicine again. They are already studying the specific regulations. When the time comes, they 

might add a School of Chinese Medicine. 

"yes." Qin Lin nodded. Not only had he heard of it, but he was also certain of it. 

After all, this was a suggestion made by Minister Lu and his superiors. 

Furthermore, because of the body strengthening drug and the drug formulas for treating colon cancer, 

Chinese medicine was getting more and more attention from the higher-ups, so it was only natural that 

they would support Chinese medicine again. 

it's been confirmed, " Liu Sanfeng said. it's from the old master of the Chu family in min province, Chu 

Qingfeng. He's been recruited to the Chinese medical department of the Chinese Academy of Sciences. 

after this matter was confirmed, the surviving families of Traditional Chinese Medicine inheritances in 

the country were somewhat moved. This was because at that time, the promotion and support of 

Traditional Chinese Medicine could not be done without the help of these families of inheritance. 

" however, this represents a lot of power and benefits. the key is that there is a huge difference 

between the chinese medicine of the north and the south. just the difference between ai mo and 

acupuncture is enough to cause a constant argument. " 

therefore, everyone wants to become the mainstream. This time, the Wen family in the North proposed 

for everyone to hold a medicinal wine tasting meeting. This is actually a test with an ulterior motive. 



families with Traditional Chinese Medicine inheritance like us are all involved in medicinal cuisine and 

medicinal wine after we stopped practicing medicine. The Wen family's inheritance isn't simple. There's 

a book called 'the strange doctor's tattoo three monsters' about the Wen family. Their medicinal wine is 

very powerful. Therefore, I would like to invite boss Qin to participate with your medicinal wine. Your 

medicinal wine is definitely better than the Wen family's. 

ran ran. Qin Lin couldn't help but sigh in his heart. He probably knew what was going on after hearing 

these words. 
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Infighting. 

The people of the country had a very bad weakness, and that was their love for infighting. This was an 

inherited problem since ancient times. In fact, many countries in ancient times had fallen because of 

infighting. 

Even when their homes were invaded, some people could still shout the slogan that resisting foreign 

aggression must first settle the internal affairs. They wanted to fight to the death with their brothers 

before fighting the invaders, but they didn't understand that when you fought until both sides were 

injured, it would be even easier for the other party to fight you. 

This was probably another reason for the decline of Chinese medicine. 

The higher-ups were supporting Chinese medicine, but there was still the threat of Western medicine. 

Instead of working together to promote Chinese medicine, they started fighting among themselves. 

If Chinese medicine was supported, Western medicine would just look at it. 

Thinking about the fees charged by Western medicine, people would definitely make things difficult for 

you if you started up Chinese medicine. 

therefore, the decline of a culture, apart from external reasons, often had a large part of its own. 

Mr. Liu, you see, I'm very busy at Linlin company. I don't think I have time to attend this medicinal wine 

tasting meeting. Qin Lin wasn't a Chinese medicine practitioner to begin with, and he relied on games to 

produce his medicinal wine. He had no interest in participating in the internal strife of Chinese medicine. 

liu sanfeng hurriedly said, " boss qin, it's fine. the wen family in the north has proposed the evaluation 

meeting. we can set the location. we can set the evaluation meeting in you city. " 

Qin Lin could only sigh when he heard this. After he politely sent Liu Sanfeng away, he didn't have time 

to care about this matter because the light screen in his mind was moving. 

[ game character leveled up! ] 

the system notification suddenly appeared. 

In the past, his character had only leveled up when he controlled his game character to plant and 

produce items. 
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Now that he had dwarves working for him, it was different. He had reached the level-up requirements, 

and he had suddenly leveled up. 

Qin Lin returned to his office and sat down. The first thing he did was to look at the screen in his mind. 

After his character leveled up, he had developed more land, but there was no new land to level up. 

There were no notifications for leveling up the paddy field and pasture either. 

The only thing that could be upgraded was the herb garden. 

Not only would he be able to upgrade another herb garden, but he would also be able to upgrade it to 

Level 3. 

Qin Lin decisively chose to transform the herb garden and then upgraded it to Level 3. The land could be 

upgraded to produce new crops, and the herb garden could also be upgraded to produce new herbs. 

There might be a surprise. 

[ herb garden transformation in the middle of a Suan ni ] 

[ herb garden transformation completed! ] 

After the herb garden had been upgraded, Qin Lin controlled his game character to head to the 

plantation shop. As expected, he saw that many herbs had been refreshed, and they could only be 

planted in the level 3 herb garden. 

Moreover, many of these medicinal seeds were not cheap. They were considered high-grade medicinal 

herbs. When he saw the last seed that spawned in the level 3 herb garden, Qin Lin's eyes lit up. 

Another seed with A. 

[ bright-eyed white ginseng seed: Grade 2 ] 

[ this is a special type of ginseng. After planting it, it will have very magical effects! [ due to the system's 

mutation, the time it takes to mature is very short! ] 

it turned out to be a ginseng seed, a grade 2 seed. 

The key was that the system had mutated, and the time it took to mature was very short. 

As everyone knew, ginseng didn't grow fast. 

When he got the game, he tried to see if he could plant ginseng seeds in the game. However, under the 

game's mechanism, those lands could not grow ginseng seeds at all. 

Now, he could directly plant ginseng? 

However, he had heard of the White ginseng before. What was the White ginseng that could improve 

eyesight? 

He had never heard of this. 

Moreover, the effect of the vision-improving white ginseng could only be known after it was planted. 



With the word "vision," it was likely that the White ginseng's effect was related to the eyes, and the 

biggest possibility was that it could treat diseases such as myopia. 

If this was the effect, then the vision-improving white ginseng and the hot spring powder were a perfect 

match. 

 In modern society, vision problems were as serious as hair problems. 

Qin Lin controlled his game character to buy the two-eyed white ginseng seed. Then, he controlled his 

game character to return to the farm and plant the seed in the level 3 herb garden. 

Chapter 757 I'm Afraid The Glasses Company Will Go Bankrupt! 

Qin Lin controlled the game character to plant the bright white ginseng seed. Even if the seed mutated, 

it would not mature immediately after a short period of growth. He controlled the game character to go 

to the spring Mine. 

His character had leveled up again, and the 17th floor of the spring Mine should be open now. He could 

go and mine. 

When they arrived at the spring Mine, they went down level by level. The 17th level of the spring Mine 

was indeed open. After entering, Qin Lin controlled his game character to start digging. 

[ congratulations, you have obtained a piece of silver ore! ] 

… 

[ congratulations, you have received a bag of special soil! ] 

… 

[ congratulations, you have obtained a bucket of Earth Spring water! ] 

… 

Qin Lin controlled his game character to dig three floors in one go. Notifications kept popping up in the 

game. In addition to gold, silver, copper, and Jade, he had also obtained some special soil and two 

buckets of underground spring water. 

When he controlled his game character to enter the 20th floor and excavated an area, a harvest 

notification surprised him slightly. 

[ congratulations on obtaining a bright green jade ore: Quality 2 ] 

[ this is a piece of Jade ore of a higher quality. It's worth a lot. You can find saibari in ore town to make 

very precious jewelry. ] 

This Jade ore was obviously different from the previous ones. It was actually a quality 2, and it was 

bright green. 

Although he didn't know much about Jade, he had heard of bright green before. It had appeared in 

many movies and TV shows. 
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Moreover, it was highly sought after in television and movies. 

Now, this kind of ore could be dug out from the 20th floor of the spring Mine field? 

Qin Lin pulled his attention away from his mind and logged into his computer to search for the price of 

bright sun Green on the internet. 

According to the description on the internet, the price of bright sun Green varied. The cheapest one was 

over a thousand Yuan per gram, while the most expensive one was over ten thousand Yuan per gram. 

This all depended on the quality of the bright sun Green. 

The sun Green was only a color. The quality was also determined by the water type, bean type, glutinous 

type, fine glutinous type, glutinous type, glutinous ice type, ice type, and glass type. The price of each 

type of water was different, and the price would increase with each level of quality. 

it could be said that in the country, sculptures and jewelry made of this level of jade were considered to 

be truly noble and high-end. 

Qin Lin looked back at the bright sun Green jade ore on the screen in his mind. 

It seemed that the grade of the jewelry prepared for Zhao moyin could be improved. 

All the preparations he had made before were completely useless. 

This made Qin Lin excited. He immediately controlled the game character and continued to dig. 

Not long after, the system notification appeared again. 

[ congratulations on obtaining Hibiscus Green jade ore: Quality 2 ] 

[ this is a piece of Jade ore of a higher quality. It's worth a lot. You can find saibari in ore town to make 

very precious jewelry. ] 

… 

[ congratulations on obtaining the purple-blood jade: Quality 2 ] 

 … 

After excavating the 20th floor of the spring Mine, he obtained two more pieces of quality 2 Jade. 

Furthermore, Hibiscus green and purple blood were high-end jade types, so they were also very 

expensive. 

Qin Lin controlled his game character and was about to enter the 21st floor when his game character 

protested. He turned purple and fell to the ground. He had dug three floors in a row and was out of 

energy. 

He could only give up for now and control his game character to return to the farm to rest. 

Just as he was about to leave the office, Deng Guang came to his door. As soon as he saw Qin Lin, he 

handed him a document. Chairman Qin, take a look at this document first. If there are no problems, I'll 

carry it out on my side. 



Qin Lin took the document and looked at it. It was actually a document about the relocation of the 

factory. The construction of the new factory Park had started last year. 

"It's finished so quickly?" he asked in surprise. 

Although construction was considered a special, modular construction method and was very fast, it 

shouldn't have been this fast. 

the entire Park won't be completed so soon, " Deng Guang explained. however, I hired a professional 

designer to plan it out last year. We'll build one area first, then seal off the other areas to continue 

construction. 

now, I plan to move all the factories of the Linlin medicine-laxative and Awakening series into the park 

and plan the production in a unified way. This will increase efficiency and reduce losses. 

"Is there any problem? For example, safety hazards or whether the production environment meets the 

standards?" Qin Lin looked at the document and asked with a frown. 

You Cheng had already spent a lot of effort and effort to plan out a large enough factory area for the 

Linlin tomato sauce project. After that, you Cheng's old industrial zone had no ability to plan out a 

unified area for the Linlin liquid medicine series factories. 

Therefore, the factories for the laxative medicinal liquid and the awakening medicinal liquid were 

separated. If they could move to one place for unified production, it would naturally be beneficial. 

It was just that the production environment and safety issues must be paid attention to. Money that 

went against one's conscience must not be used. 

deng guang explained, " there's no problem with the production safety. everything has been planned 

out. as for the production environment, it has been ventilated for a long time. " 

I also asked for some purification grass from President Shen's laboratory and put it in the factory. Some 

toxins in the air caused by the production environment can also be purified at any time. There is no 

problem at all. 

"That's good!" Only then did Qin Lin feel relieved. However, after hearing Deng Guang's words, it 

seemed that the purification grass had found a new use. 

"chairman qin, let's go to the factory together?" Deng Guang also extended an invitation to Qin Lin. 

Although the company's products were good and the development did not require much effort, he had 

indeed built this factory area with every brick and tile. 

"Mm! Let's go and take a look!" Qin Lin also agreed. 

Chapter 758 I'm Afraid The Glasses Company Will Go Bankrupt! 

The factory Park was completely enclosed and belonged to Linlin company. Now that the factory was 

moving in, he, the boss, had to go and take a look. 

The two of them left the manor together and headed to Linlin's factory Park. 
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… 

you city had developed very quickly in the past few years. the roads around the city and the highways 

were built again and again. the highways were directly connected to the Urban area. 

On a highway, a Camry was driving at high speed, heading straight for you city. 

Chen Guxiang and his wife resigned together after the new year and came back to you city with his wife. 

He was working in Xia city as an idiot and couldn't go home for the whole new Year. He only earned 

about 8000 Yuan a month. He and his wife only earned about 16000 Yuan in total. 

The key was the work. 

Last year, his parents had earned as much as the couple by planting Linlin watermelons at home. 

Therefore, they chose to return to their hometown to develop. Moreover, Linlin food company needed a 

new tomato plantation for its expansion. Their family was lucky enough to sign a contract with Linlin 

food company for the tomato plantation. 

The couple naturally had to come back to help. 

Everyone knew that in you city, other than growing Linlin watermelons to make money, growing 

tomatoes also made money. 

This year, many people, like Chen Guxiang, chose to come back to you city to develop. 

The homecoming tide in you city naturally made the county very happy. 

The population was also crucial for the development of a place. Only with a large population could a 

bigger economy be created. The development of a new area also required people to buy houses and live 

there. 

Chen Guxiang was driving when he heard his wife, Lin lishuang, say, " "Honey, that factory is huge." 

Chen Guxiang looked over. Sure enough, he saw a factory area not far away that occupied a very large 

area. In the distance, he could even see a few large words standing in the middle of the factory area: lin 

lin food co., ltd. 

" this is the factory area of linlin company. it's so big. " Chen Guxiang said with a face full of emotion. 

Such a large factory area was no smaller than the large factories of those international groups in Xia city. 

If it had been a year ago, the couple would not have believed that a company in the small you city could 

build such a large factory Park. 

But in the past two years, they had seen and heard news about Linlin company more than once, so it 

was no wonder that this was Linlin's factory area. 

It could be said that Linlin company was the pride of you city's people. 

When they went out, whenever they said they were from you city, people would say that Linlin 

company was from there. 



now, the couple was coming back to plant tomatoes for linlin food company. looking at the vast factory 

park, they felt proud. 

At this moment. 

Qin Lin followed Deng Guang in his car and entered Linlin's company's factory Park. 

After entering the industrial park, even Qin Lin himself was shocked by the area of the factory. It was 

indeed very large. Naturally, Linlin food company had invested a lot of money in this factory. 

Qin Lin followed Deng Guang to the factory that had been built. 

These factories were designed and built in accordance with the domestic standard dust-free factory 

structure. The interior was spacious and bright, and one had to go through three processes of cleaning 

and dust removal when entering the factory. 

It could be said that it was much more formal than the previous factory. 

Moreover, the air quality in the factory was very good because there were a lot of purification grass 

placed around. There were special fluorescent lights to let them photosynthesize and purify the air. 

"Chairman Qin, this factory produces ketchup." Deng Guang also introduced, " over at Qin Long's 

plantation, the new breed of tomatoes is about to ripen. When the time comes, this factory will first 

experiment with the production of the new tomato sauce. After this batch enters the market, the new 

breeds of tomatoes in the other plantations should also be ready. Moreover, the seeds of the newly 

signed plantations can be distributed very soon. 

"En!" Qin Lin knew that the new tomato sauce Deng Guang was talking about was the genetically 

mutated Grade 1 tomato. 

For the first batch of planting, other than the ones that were to be reserved, he had Qin Long's 

plantation plant the rest. 

the second batch of tomato sauce had been planted and distributed to all the plantations cooperated by 

linlin food company. they had also been planted in various towns. 

when the quality 1 tomato ripened on a large scale, linlin tomato sauce would completely occupy the 

tomato sauce market. 

qin lin and deng guang inspected the factory park and returned to linlin manor when they felt that there 

were no problems. 

… 

The next day. 

When Qin Lin got up early in the morning, the bright-eyed white ginseng planted in the game had been 

picked by the dwarf and put into the storage room. 

Seeing this, he went to the warehouse first and then entered the game. 

He was not in a hurry to move his things and headed straight to the storage room. 



"Boss, I'm watering the plants seriously!" A dwarf saw Qin Lin passing by and immediately expressed 

that he was not slacking off. 

As soon as Qin Lin entered the storage room, the dwarf took out two strawberries from his pocket and 

stuffed them into his mouth. 

Qin Lin walked straight to the table where the bright-eyed white ginseng was stored. 

The White ginseng with clear eyes was not too big, only about the width of two fingers. Furthermore, it 

was covered with roots, and there was a ginseng flavor exclusive to white ginseng near it. 

He picked up one and saw the remarks of the bright white ginseng: 

[ Mingming white ginseng: Grade 2 ] 

[ this is a type of white ginseng that has a very special effect on the eyes. you can directly cut a small 

piece and chew it every time. Short-sightedness treatment +2! 

There were very few attributes and effects, only one. 

White ginseng originally had a lot of medicinal effects, but it could mutate into white ginseng that could 

improve eyesight. It only had one effect, which was to treat myopia +2. 

Moreover, just this attribute alone seemed very impressive. 

Chapter 759 I'm Afraid The Glasses Company Will Go Bankrupt! 

The latest data from the National Health and construction Committee shows that more than 600 million 

people are short-sighted, and it's already the country with the largest proportion of short-sighted people 

in the world. 

Among them, the new generation of students had the most short-sighted views. 

the reason was none other than the cell phone. 

Ten years ago, how many primary school students, secondary school students, and even high school 

students could afford to play with a mobile phone? Even if there was, it would be an old model with few 

functions. 

Nowadays, many primary school students could just lay on the sofa or bed with their phones and play 

mobile Legends for hours straight. 

This resulted in a very common shortsightedness rate among the new generation of students. 

The current technology for treating myopia was also limited. At best, it could be done through crystal 

implantation or laser scanning. 

However, these were either expensive or risky, and it was impossible to do before adulthood. 

Therefore, myopia was a very serious social problem. 

But what if he had this vision-improving white ginseng? That would completely solve the problem of 

myopia. 
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This was the same as the hot spring elixir, it was definitely a terrifying market. 

Moreover, even people who were not short-sighted would use it daily. After all, it could prevent short-

sighted. 

The combination of hot spring powder and white ginseng for improving eyesight was something that 

every country wanted to buy. After all, hair problems and myopia were also very serious overseas. 

These two things were not as strategic as the purification grass. They could be exported, but the price 

would definitely be several times more expensive than in China. 

Anyway, he controlled the market and had the power to set prices. If he was not happy, he could choose 

not to buy. 

They were learning from some foreign companies. 

He also had to gradually prepare for a subsidiary company. 

The only problem was that once this thing was planted and promoted, who knew how many glasses 

companies would go bankrupt. 

He had seen a piece of news before. Out of the top ten domestic glasses brands, six of them were from 

overseas. He could just send them to their deaths. 

There were four more in China. 

These four companies still had a lot of employees, so he couldn't just kill them all at once. That would 

affect the livelihood of many families. 

At that time, he could negotiate with the four companies and directly incorporate them into his 

company. He could also let them be his agents. 

Naturally, if he was given the chance to reject it, he would not give up on promoting this thing. 

As Qin Lin was thinking, he suddenly saw a slightly larger white ginseng with longer roots on the table 

next to him. 

This was of a higher quality? 

A Grade 1 item had a chance of getting a Grade 2 item, and a Grade 2 item naturally had a chance of 

getting a Grade 3 item. However, the chance of getting a Grade 3 item was too low. 

For example, a Grade 2 watermelon seed would produce a Grade 3 watermelon with +3 volume. 

Qin Lin picked up the White ginseng and immediately saw the remark: 

[ Mingming white ginseng: quality 3 ] 

[ this is a type of white ginseng that has a very special effect on the eyes. You can directly cut a small 

piece and chew it every time. Short-sightedness treatment +3! 

As expected! 



qin lin put away the grade 3 mingming white ginseng and took two grade 2 ones. then, he began to 

move today's things to the villa. 

The moment he returned to the manor, he called Lin Lanzi and asked her to find three people with 

myopia. If there was a Department in Linlin Manor that had the most myopia, it would definitely be the 

multimedia department. 

He remembered that the two computer editors and the two female game producers seemed to be 

short-sighted. 

Lin Lanzi was a little confused when she received the call. She didn't know why her boss was looking for 

a short-sighted person, but since her boss had instructed her, she naturally had to do it immediately. 

Fortunately, there were many short-sighted employees in the multimedia department. She looked at the 

three employees with the thickest glasses and shouted, " "Chu Shan, Zhao Lin, Li Jie, come with me." 

The three of them were two video editors and a female planner. 

The two video editors had little hair and wore glasses, so they didn't have much good looks. However, Li 

Jie was quite cute. It was just that her thick glasses sealed her good looks. 

"Manager Lin, do you have any orders?" Li Jie followed her out and asked Lin Lanzi. 

"I'm going to see the boss. He's looking for someone with myopia," Lin Lanzi explained. 

this surprised the three of them. 

Li Jie used to see her boss often. Her boss's office was here. Now that her boss went to the manor, she 

had not seen her boss for a long time. 

Qin Lin saw Lin Lanzi coming with three short-sighted employees, so he also gave three ginseng for 

improving eyesight to the three of them. He gave the three-quality ginseng to the planning girl, and the 

two-quality ones to the two editors. 

Li Jie and the other two were stunned as they held the bright white ginseng. 

The boss called them over and gave them a ginseng? 

Qin Lin also said, " this ginseng has a special effect. It can treat myopia. Take it back and cut a small 

piece after every meal. Chew and swallow it. Tell me the effect when the time comes. 

Li Jie and the other two were stunned when they heard this. They couldn't believe it. 

Ginseng can treat myopia? 

However, Li Jie and the other two didn't dare to question him. They immediately agreed and left with 

the Mingming white ginseng. 

At noon, Li Jie followed the boss's instructions and ate a small piece after she returned to her desk. 

The taste was a little bitter, but after swallowing it, it was a little sweet. 

However, after a while, she felt a trace of warmth in her eyes. 



She had eaten a Grade 3 vision-improving white ginseng, and its effects were obviously very strong. 

Li Jie couldn't help but take off her glasses and rub her eyes. Then, she put them back on and started to 

work. 

As time passed, Li Jie was suddenly stunned. She felt that she was hallucinating, as if she could see 

things a little clearer. 

Chapter 760 My Short-Sightedness Is Cured So Quickly! It's Also A Problem That The Effect Is Too Strong! 

Li Jie thought that she had sensed it wrong, but after taking a closer look, she realized that she had 

never seen it before. The words " work hard for the future " on the wall of the multimedia department 

were a little blurry. 

that was because his short-sightedness had gotten worse, and the degree of his glasses could not keep 

up with his eyesight. when he looked a little further, it was as if there was a trace of fog in front of his 

eyes. 

It felt like the mist was gone, and he could see it clearly. 

She subconsciously thought of the ginseng that her boss had given her and revealed a look of disbelief. 

The boss said that this ginseng could treat myopia, but the effect couldn't be so obvious, right? 

Li Jie's shock at this time could be imagined. She didn't even dare to believe it, but she was also looking 

forward to it. 

Following that, she followed the boss's instructions and ate another piece of the ginseng after dinner. 

As expected, the comfortable warmth in her eyes appeared again. 

This made her look forward to it even more. 

The next day. 

Li Jie got up early. 

As soon as she woke up, she habitually touched the glasses on the bed and put them on. 

This was the habitual action of every short-sighted person. 

After Li Jie put on the glasses, she was stunned because her vision became very blurry. This made her 

subconsciously take off her glasses and her vision became clearer. 

She immediately thought of something and hurriedly went to find the pair of lower-degree glasses that 

she had worn a year ago. 

Once the power of the glasses exceeded the power of the eyes by a large margin, the vision would 

become blurry. 

she found the pair of glasses from a year ago, and after putting them on, she found that her vision had 

become very clear. 

In other words, her vision had really improved a lot? 
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She hurriedly looked at the ginseng that she had brought back and held the precious one in her hand. 

The ginseng given by the boss could really treat myopia, and the effect was so magical. 

Even the most advanced medical technology couldn't solve the problem, but a single ginseng could. 

She didn't even know that ginseng had such an effect. If she had known, she would have bought it no 

matter how much it cost. 

The grade 3 Mingming white ginseng was obviously very effective. However, the eyes were the most 

complicated and fragile part of the human body. Therefore, even if it had the +3 attribute of treating 

myopia, it could not be cured in a short time. 

In the next few days. 

Li Jie specially found a small box and kept the ginseng in it. She kept it close to her and cut a small piece 

every day after dinner. 

A few days later, she woke up early in the morning. When she opened her eyes, her face was full of 

smiles. 

the feeling of clarity in front of his eyes was really great. 

For the past few days, he had been eating the ginseng given by the boss at the end of every meal. Today, 

he finally got rid of his glasses. 

Li Jie got up excitedly, walked to the dressing table, and put on a beautiful dress for herself. 

previously, she had put on makeup for the sake of her job and did not put on any full color. no matter 

how good her makeup was, it would still be sealed by her glasses. moreover, her eyes were sensitive 

when she wore contact lenses. 

Now, she could finally put on a beautiful outfit. After her makeup was done, she looked at herself in the 

mirror and was very satisfied. Then, she left for the mountain villa to work. 

When Li Jie arrived at the multimedia department, she obviously attracted the attention of the men 

inside. They couldn't help but look over and even discuss with each other. 

"This is Li Jie?" 

yeah, why didn't I realize that she was so amazing before? " 

"Oh yeah!" 

A pair of thick glasses had a huge impact on a person's appearance. That was why there was a saying 

that a pair of glasses sealed one's appearance. 

More importantly, he was more confident without his glasses. 

In addition, Li Jie, who was originally pretty, naturally gave her colleagues a strong sense of contrast. 

The two video editors were the most surprised. 



They knew the inside story. They also had the ginseng given by their boss, so they knew the magical 

effects of the ginseng. 

The glasses they were wearing now were from two years ago. 

However, Li Jie's myopia was more serious than theirs. How did she recover her vision faster than them? 

While the two of them were puzzled, they were also looking forward to it. 

Because of their work, they had to take off their glasses first, right? 

After Li Jie sat down, she tidied up her desk. When she saw Lin Lanzi, she immediately went to Lin Lanzi's 

office."Manager Lin, my vision has recovered." 

when the boss gave the ginseng, he had told manager lin to report the results. 

"What?" Lin Lanzi was a little surprised when she heard this. Then, she hurriedly asked,"It's the effect of 

the ginseng the boss gave me." 

She was surprised because she knew how strong Li Jie's alcohol was. 

But now, because of the ginseng the boss gave her, Li Jie's alcohol level recovered? the owner's ginseng 

is too powerful, isn't it? 

Then, she thought that her boss was going to be rich again. 

The boss suddenly took out the ginseng for Li Jie and the others to try. It was obvious that it was a newly 

cultivated thing, and with such an effect, it was hard not to make money. 

Lin Lanzi immediately called the two video editors over and asked them about their situation. 

…… 

linlin manor. 

Qin Lin had also deliberately moved the flower pots from the inner area of the manor to an area of the 

manor. 

The soil in the pot was special, and there were many special plants growing in the special soil. 

That was naturally the external plant of the bright-eyed white ginseng. The bright-eyed white ginseng 

was buried in the soil. 

This was naturally his intention. 

There were three academicians in the manor. 

 


